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Character comes with age

T
his is a plea for kindliness 
to the old, for 
consideration and 
appreciation of  their 
qualities. I’m not talking 
people, but vines – and 

specifically South African vines. Few 
people think of  Africa’s southern tip 
as a place of  long vinous history, but 
winemaking there stretches back far 
into the 18th century.

The elderly of  today aren’t 
approaching their 250th birthdays, 
however. Instead they have simply 
passed the age of  35, which Andre 
Morgenthal from South Africa’s Old 
Vine Project defines as the moment 
when vines properly begin to show 
their quality. It is, he told a London 
audience late last month, the moment 
when “vines come into their own”. 
They start getting into balance, and 
the resulting wines have greater 
complexity, greater character.

The tasting that accompanied his 
talk proved the point perfectly. None 
of  those bargain-priced but rather 
boring chenin blancs or slightly 
rubbery-edged pinotage reds seen on 
supermarket shelves. The wines were 
perfumed and concentrated, with 
wonderful depth and length of  
flavour.

The selection – beyond chenin and 
pinotage it also took in sauvignon 
blanc, palomino, malvasia, semillon 
(lots, and particularly fine), muscat, 
cinsault, grenache, carignan, even 
tinta barocca – was almost 
universally excellent. But the prices 
were much more than most 
consumers would expect to pay for 
South African wines.

And there, says Morgenthal, lies the 
problem. The vines may be sturdy, 
and often healthier than younger 
vines, but their yield is low. Current 
grape prices in South Africa make 
them uneconomic for the farmers on 
whose land they grow. That must 
change. Hence the not-for-profit Old 
Vines Project, and its aim to end the 

current ‘replant after 20 years’ policy 
that prevails in South Africa. The 
new slogan, argues Morgenthal, 
should be ‘plant to grow old’.

The project’s message is being heard 
now in the vines’ homeland, and here 
too as the London tasting proved, for 
most of  the wines shown have UK 
importers. Most are likely to be seen 
on restaurant lists or at specialist 
merchants, but for a tempting taste of  
what is available go to h2vin.co.uk 
and search for Dewaldt Heyns. This 
family grower’s Weathered Hands 
chenin blanc 2013 is a classic example 
of  the character old vines give and, at 
£17.25, is a well-priced introduction.

Morgenthal suggests that, with 
careful attention and restrained 
pruning – he uses the term ‘sculpting’ 
– these old vines, which mostly grow 
in the Cape wine region, could give a 
considerably higher yield of  grapes, 
increasing the commercial appeal of  
the wines. And then it’s a matter of  
putting willing buyer and willing 
seller together, which can only be to 
the benefit of  serious wine lovers.

There are just a few days left of  31 Days 
of  German Riesling, the annual July 
celebration of  what many top wine 
people argue is the world’s best white 
grape. The website: 
31daysofgermanriesling.co.uk lists 
remaining happenings, but there is no 
need to stop drinking riesling once 
August arrives.

Ham&High readers are lucky to have 
arguably the UK’s best riesling shop on 
their doorstep – The Winery, in Clifton 
Road, Maida Vale, where founder David 
Motion, musician as well as wine 
enthusiast, and his unstuffy but highly 
knowledgable staff  are currently 
celebrating 21 years in the specialist 
wine business. The next tasting is on 
August 14, but why wait. Go and browse 
100-plus rieslings (many are superb dry 
styles), buy a bottle or six and become a 
riesling convert.
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Celebrate the 
rise of Riesling
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In the hope that summer will continue, 
encouraging lazy lunches in the garden with a 
glass of white wine, here are some lower-in-
alcohol suggestions which might mean you can 
extend one glass to two...

Gascony offers great-value, great-flavour wines 
which are perfect lunch partners. 
Domaine de Pellehaut makes 
fine examples, and its Harmonie de 
Gascogne 2016 blends five 
varieties – sauvignon blanc, 
colombard, ugni blanc, 
chardonnay and gros and petit 
manseng – to enjoyably 
aromatic and crisp effect (11%, 
£7.50-£8 at independents 
including Cambridge Wine 
Merchants, cambridge.com).

Northern Spain is wet and cool enough to keep 
grape sugar levels and thus wine alcohol lower than 
in vineyards further south. Pazo das Bruxas 2015 
alvarinho is fresh and citrussy – bewitching even, 
for bruxas are Galician witches. I like it because it is 
leaner and more minerally than many of its 

compatriots (12%, £11-£12, mitchellswine.
co.uk, tauruswine.co.uk). Another cool 
contender in the Torres range is Viña Sol 
(11.5%, £7.50, widely available).

Australian semillon is low-alcohol 
class in a glass - McGuigan Bin 

9000 2016 (11%, £14, Asda) is the 
latest vintage of an award-
winning wine. Delightful now, 
with beguiling green flavours, but 
hide away a few bottles for more 
complex future pleasure.

Lighter wines for summer drinking
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